Abstract-The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (NW) marked the genesis of a new field of research known as sequence alignment. Its inception was motivated by the growing need for automated methods to find homologous biological sequences. Subsequently, sequence alignment has established itself as a standard approach in bioinformatics, and has also been applied to other domains, including sequences of temporal events. Little prior work has been undertaken on alignment methods in using the temporal information associated with event sequences. In this manuscript, we propose the Temporal Needleman-Wunsch (TNW) algorithm, which modifies the NW approach in a principled manner to use time between events for scoring an alignment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal temporal-extension of a global alignment algorithm. We show that the modification can also be used with the Smith-Waterman algorithm that performs local sequence alignment. We introduce an efficient implementation strategy for the TNW that ensures that the time-complexity is not worse than the NW. We test the abilities of the TNW on event-log data from Electronic Medical Records to identify treatment protocols and to cluster patients based on sequence similarity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1970s, the growing need for a way to assess similarity between molecular sequences pioneered a field of research known as sequence alignment [1] . Since its inception, alignment methods have established themselves as the de facto standard for assessing biological sequence homology. The marked success of the Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algorithm [1] motivated the development of a multitude of alignment methods, which have also been adapted for other applications such as sociology [2, 3, 4, 5] , natural language processing [6, 7, 8] , and healthcare applications [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . As the methods were created for aligning molecular sequences, which are inherently static in nature, they do not consider temporal information; few efforts have proposed time-based extensions to the approaches [14, 15] . Problems across many domains can be reduced to sequence alignment of discrete dynamic sequences. There is a strong need for principled and efficient sequence alignment approaches which can account for temporality of events during the alignment. Many efforts have developed time-series alignment and matching methods for continuous time-series data [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, these methods are meant for continuous data and do not directly and deterministically penalize for missing pieces in the alignment; instead, they use quantized representations for a set of signals to find their best alignment.
Our motivation to develop a temporal sequence alignment method is driven by the need for robust methods that can find patterns in vast amounts of temporal information collected within the healthcare system. In particular, we seek to find homologous patients based on medical histories, where the sequence of and amount of time that elapses between symptoms, diagnoses, and treatments is important for clinical interpretation. If two patients have similar sequences of medical events but one is missing certain diagnoses or treatments, these differences may indicate that the two patients are very different. In developing a sequence alignment method for healthcare data, we need a method that can assess similarity between two sequences by explicitly penalizing for missing events in one of the sequences while also accounting for the time that elapses between events. The method needs to consider the relative timing between events and not the absolute time.
In this manuscript, we introduce the Temporal NeedlemanWunsch (TNW) algorithm, which extends the NW method to include the time between events in the alignment so it can be used for temporal data mining. Previous applications of NW on temporal information have not included temporal extensions to the method. In Section III-C-I, we first present a simplified extension, which we call the memoryless version of the TNW algorithm.
The memoryless version considers temporal information in the alignment, but does not account for timing information between events that align with inserted gaps. In Section III-C-II, we then present the naïve implementation of the full TNW algorithm, which considers temporal information when making alignments across the inserted gaps. A naïve implementation of this method has a time-complexity of O(N 3 ) when aligning a pair of sequences of length N. In Section III-C-III, we present an efficient implementation of the TNW algorithm which has the same time-complexity as the static NW algorithm, O(N 2 ).
We test the algorithm on data from Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) of breast cancer patients receiving chemotherapy. The timing of treatment events is an important consideration during breast-cancer treatments, and most patients receiving chemotherapy are treated according to recommended protocols of treatment sequences specified by national guidelines. In the first evaluation, we create temporal sequence representations of the patient treatment histories and for the protocols recommended by clinical guidelines. We use the TNW algorithm to score how well the patient sequences match against recommended protocols. For each patient, we use the highest scoring protocol as the protocol predicted for the patient. Using this approach, we apply the TNW to identify the best-matched chemotherapy protocol and compare our prediction to the protocol identified by manual review, which was performed by one of the authors who is a physician.
II. RELATED WORK
Matching time-series data is a well-studied problem [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . A popular approach for matching continuous time signals is to use a class of algorithms called Dynamic Time Warping [16, 17] . These methods warp the time-axis of the signals in order to find the best alignment between discretized versions of the signals. Some other methods involve Fourier [18] transforms, wavelet [19] transforms or piece-approximations of the signals [20] to represent and subsequently compare them [18] . All these approaches quantize and represent the signals of interest in some manner and try to produce the optimal alignment. However, these methods look for general trends in the data and do not directly and deterministically penalize for specific missing events. For discrete timed-event sequences, such as those found in healthcare, it can be important to penalize for missing events between a pair of sequences; furthermore, the relative timing between events can also be of importance and therefore differences in timing between event occurrences should also be considered during the alignment.
The alternative is to use traditional sequence alignment approaches for discrete sequences, to align discrete temporal sequences. These methods account for the ordering of events, however, they do not use the timing between events in scoring the alignment. A few efforts to extend these approaches to be temporal have been proposed [14, 15] . Hajihashemi and Popescu [14] introduce a temporal extension to the SmithWaterman (SW) algorithm [21] and apply it to time-series sensor data. Their modification incorporates timing into the similarity score by treating it as a gap; therefore, it does not consider timing information for events that align to each other. In [15] , sequence alignment is used to analyze human activities; each activity is encoded as a letter code whereby a single character in a sequence represents a minute of the respective event. The resulting sequences are aligned using a static alignment approach; the temporality is accounted for in the spatial encoding of the sequence by repeating events that span multi-minute time periods.
III. METHODS

A. The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
The NW algorithm [1] is a global sequence alignment method based on dynamic programming. It guarantees the optimal alignment relative to a given scoring schema and gap penalty. For a pair of sequences, X = x1, …, xm and Y = y1, …, yn, the algorithm uses a pre-defined scoring system S(x, y) that quantifies the similarity between sequence elements x and y. The algorithm creates a two-dimensional similarity-score matrix, H, which is defined as:
where g is a constant gap penalty that is decided by the user. Inserting a gap into the alignment penalizes the score. After the H matrix is setup, the algorithm finds the maximum value in the matrix, which is the final score for the optimal alignment.
A back-tracking step is then used to figure out the optimal alignment of the sequences. In the proposed approach, the temporal footprint of the sequences being aligned is incorporated into the scoring process that builds the H matrix. In order to facilitate the process, we create temporal sequences, which codify the timing information directly into the sequences that will be compared by the algorithm.
B. Pre-Processing: Temporal Sequences
A static set of event-log data is converted into temporal sequences, which are subsequently aligned by the algorithm. The dates of the events in the log data can be used to ascertain the amount of time that elapses between consecutive events, referred to as the transition time; codifying this intra-event time-delay directly into the sequences creates temporal sequences representing the data. As the transition time, t, is the time-distance between two consecutive events, say event A and B, it can either be appended as a suffix to A or as a prefix to B. The two possible encodings would be: A.t B.0 and 0.A t.B; we refer to the former as a suffix-encoded (SE) sequence and the latter as a prefix-encoded (PE) sequence.
C. Temporal Needleman-Wunsch
The proposed TNW uses temporal content in assessing similarity between sequences. Given a pair of timed-event sequences: X = x1.tx1, x2.tx2…, xm.0 and Y = y1.ty1, y2.ty2, …, ym.0, where txi and tyi are the transition times for sequence elements xi and yj, respectively, for i∈ [1,m-1] and j∈ [1,n-1] . In applications where timing is important, the similarity computation between each event of the two sequences should use the appropriate transition times in the calculation. A traditional NW approach ignores timing completely. We first propose a simple temporal extension to the NW algorithm that does not account fully for transition time between matched event pairs, called the memoryless TNW in Section III-C-I; in Section III-C-II, we detail the TNW algorithm that maintains information on transition times to evaluate temporal alignment across multiple possible matching event pairs.
I. Memoryless TNW
The memoryless TNW algorithm uses the transition-times of the events being compared in computing the similarity score between events of the two sequences. The H matrix is computed using equations (1) and (3) . (3) where f(txi, tyj) is a user-supplied temporal-penalty function (TPF) which reduces the match-score S(xi,yj) by an amount that depends on txi and tyj. In this manuscript, we use the following TPF: (4) where Tp is a user-defined heuristic and represents the maximum penalty that will be imposed on S(xi,yj) for temporal differences.
The temporal-penalty applied to event comparisons is the percentage discrepancy between txi and tyj multiplied by Tp; therefore, the maximum temporal-penalty imposed is Tp.
This approach ignores the transition times for events that are aligned to gaps and does not use them for computing similarity scores which introduces a limitation that can be illustrated using a pair of example sequences: A.t1, B.t2, C.t3, D.0 and A.t4, D.0, where t4 = (t1+t2+t3). Figure 1 visualizes the sequences in time; each event is assumed to occur instantaneously, for the sake of simplicity. The alignment and score computed using the memoryless TNW is shown in the second row of Figure 1 , and the ideal alignment and score for this example is shown in the last row of Figure 1 . Whenever an event in one sequence aligns to an event in the other sequence, we refer to the aligned-pair as a match pair, as labeled in Figure 1 .
The memoryless TNW skips the timing associated with events that align with gaps. For the shown example, using suffix-encoded sequences, the temporal penalty applied to the matching A-pair is -f(t1, t4) and zero for the matching D-pair. However, if the same sequences were codified as PE sequences, the temporal penalty would have been zero for the matching A-pair and -f(t3, t4) for the matching D-pair. Therefore, the choice of encoding affects the overall score of the alignment as it changes the temporal penalty that is applied, and may also change the alignment that is returned. Therefore, with the memoryless TNW, the results of the alignment can change with the choice of encoding: PE versus SE. It is difficult to decide which of the two results are more representative; since transition time is, by definition, the timing between a 'pair' of events, say event A and B, so there is no clear choice between attaching this time to A or to B.
For aligning temporal sequences of patient-treatment records, which is the original motivation for the proposed method, the timing of interest is the time that elapses between the match-pairs. It is possible to extend the memoryless TNW to compute the temporal penalties using the total transition time between consecutive match pairs as exemplified in the third row of Figure 1 . Using the total transition time also circumvents the aforementioned problem of encoding choice as it produces the same result independent of encoding style.
Computing the temporal penalty based on total transition time for the example case, the penalty becomes -f(t1+t2+t3, t4) = -f(t4, t4) = 0, as shown in the third row of Figure 1 . The full TNW can correctly compute this penalty. The algorithm is formalized in the proceeding section, and extends the memoryless approach to mollify the limitation of not using the total transition time between match pairs in computing temporal penalties.
II. The full TNW
As exemplified in the third row of Figure 1 , it is desirable to use the total time between the match pairs to compute the temporal penalty. It is, therefore, not enough to base the penalty on the transition time of the match pair alone, -f(txi,tyj), as was done in the memoryless TNW; instead the penalty becomes -f(tS1,tS2) where tS1 and tS2 are transition times associated with the first and second sequence, respectively. For the example in Figure 1 , the temporal penalty for event A, given SE sequences, would need to use ts1 = t1+t2+t3 and ts2 = t4, therefore, the algorithm has to retrieve all the transition times associated with events that align to gaps between the matched-A pair and matched-D pair. However, this poses a challenge. When comparing event A of the two sequences, we do not know a priori that the alignment of events that proceed the matching pair of event A will have two indels as we have not computed the alignment for events that proceed A yet. Therefore, when computing the temporal penalty for the Apair, it is impossible to include the transition times for those proceeding events that will subsequently align to gaps, as we do not yet know the alignment of events that proceed event A. However, our goal is to compute the time penalty for differences in timing that exist between the matched A-pair and matched D-pair, so it is equivalent to attach this penalty to the matched D-pair instead of calculating it when scoring the Apair. Doing it this way, we now need to look at the alignment of events preceding the D-pair to figure out which transition times to include in computing the penalty. This circumvents the problem we faced when trying to compute the penalty when aligning the A pair, as that would require looking ahead to see if the alignment for proceeding events will feature gaps which is not possible. Therefore, the limitation was artificially introduced as SE sequences were being used: A.t1, B.t2, C.t3, D.0 and A.t4, D.0, and can be overcome by using the equivalent PE representation of the sequences: 0.A t1.B t2.C t3.D and 0.A t4.D. With PE sequences, it is possible to compute the temporal-penalty for match pairs using the total intra-event time-delay between the current and preceding match pairs. Our desired alignment score for the example is: 
a) The Naïve Algorithm
Given a pair of prefix-encoded timed-event sequences: X = tx1.x1, tx2.x2 …, txm.xm and Y = ty1.y1, ty2.y2, …, tym.ym, where txi and tyi are the transition times for sequence elements xi and yj, respectively, for i∈ [1,m-1] and j∈ [1,n-1] .
The naïve implementation of the TNW algorithm uses a score matrix, H, a trace-back matrix, D, and variables ci and cj to compute the global alignment. The H matrix is created using (1) and (5). The D matrix is the trace-back matrix which records the outcome of the three comparisons at each cell of Hi,j. As we compute each cell of H, we choose between three possibilities: a match between the events, an indel inserted in the first sequence or an indel inserted into the second sequence. The trace-back matrix, D, which is part of the original NW method records this choice and is used to determine the alignment computed by the algorithm; the D matrix is computed using (6) . (6) The intuition behind the method is that whenever we have a matched pair between sequences, transition times for all events that align to gaps and directly precede the match pair must be used in computing the temporal penalty for the matched events. Therefore, whenever we encounter a match, we follow the path for the alignment backwards until we reach the previous matched pair; as we traverse the path, we separately accumulate the total number of gaps encountered in sequence 1, ci, and sequence 2, cj. In order to compute the temporal penalty for a matched pair, we then accumulate the total transition time between the current matched-pair and the previous matched pair with the aid of the ci and cj values. Using this implementation, at every cell, we must follow the path backward until the last matched pair is encountered; this leads to a time-complexity of O(m.n.max(m,n)) or O(n 3 ) if both sequences under comparison are of length n.
For the example shown in Figure 1 , the resulting H matrix is shown in Figure 2 . In each cell of H, we also show the value of D for that cell inside brackets; for simplicity, we represent a 0 in the D matrix using a 'd', a -1 in the D matrix using a 'v' and a 1 in the D matrix using an 'h'. Furthermore, we have also super-imposed the value of the variables ci and cj in the cells where we have a match pair. The H1,1 represents a match between the A events; to compute ci and cj for this cell, we check the value of D0,0 which is a 'd' since H0,0 is stored as a match so ci and cj are both zero and the temporal penalty for H1,1 reduces to . The H4,2 cell is a also a match; the direction for this cell is therefore a 'd'. Therefore, we move to the cell that is diagonally across (3, 1) and check the direction, D3,1. The direction is 'v' so we increment ci by 1. The direction stored in cell (3,1) was 'v' so we move to the cell vertically above it and check the direction stored in cell (2,1), D2,1, since it is 'v', we increment ci once again and move to the cell vertically above (2,1) and arrive at cell (1,1) . The direction for (1,1), D1,1 is 'd' which means we have found the preceding match pair so we return the value of ci and cj as 2 and 0, respectively. 
a) Efficient Implementation
Each cell in the H matrix has a path that leads to H0,0, this path must go through one of the mxn cells of the H matrix. Therefore, multiple paths from different cells will traverse the same cells of H; i.e. there are many paths with shared subpaths. The implementation described for the TNW in the previous section suggests traversing the path backward from a specific cell until we find the previous match pair and to then compute the cumulative transition time between match pairs to find the temporal penalty. The time-complexity of this algorithm can be reduced using dynamic programming. Looking at Figure 1 , it is possible to see that whenever we insert a gap, the transition time for the event that aligns with a gap will eventually be involved in a temporal penalty calculation if we encounter a match pair eventually. A second observation is that whenever two events align, transition times associated with the matching events and transitions for events prior to them will never be involved in computing temporal penalties for events that proceed the matched pair. Using these facts, an efficient implementation of the algorithm accumulates the total transition time associated with events that align to gaps and subsequently uses the cumulative time to compute the temporal penalty when a match-pair is encountered; upon matching two events, the accumulated transitions are reset to zero. The proposed approach uses an H matrix, a trace-back matrix, D, and two additional matrices TR and TC to compute the global, temporal alignment between two sequences. In this case, H is computed using (1) and (7):
where the TR and TC matrices accumulate the transition times for events that align to gaps in sequence X and Y, respectively; these timings are reset to zero whenever a matchpair is encountered; TR and TC are computed using: (8) In this proposed implementation, the transition time for gapped events are accumulated as a running total and used up whenever match pairs are encountered. To test the match possibility, the algorithm no longer traces back the path to accumulate transitions for events that aligned to gaps. Instead these transitions have already been accumulated in the TR and TC matrices, and the algorithm has to retrieve a single accumulated value from the relevant cell in TR and TC; and use the respective values to compute the correct temporal penalty and match score as shown in (7). As computing the value for a single cell of the H matrix is still O(1), the overall time-complexity of the proposed approach is O(mn) which is the same as the original NW; furthermore, the spacecomplexity of the algorithm is also O(mn), which is the same as the NW algorithm. However, the constant attached the order of the space complexity with the efficient implementation is 3, whereas it is 1 for the static NW. This is because we store the TR and TC matrices which each contain mn entries. One observation is that when the H matrix is being computed, the value of any cell (i,j) depends on the values of TR and TC corresponding to the current row, the previous row and the previous column only; i.e. the i-th row, (i-1)-th row and (i-1)-th column.
Therefore, instead of maintaining the complete TR and TC matrices, it is sufficient to store two rows and one column from each. Furthermore, if we store vectors and orient the H matrix so that the events of the longer sequence are placed along the row of H, this means that the space required to store the two rows and single column will be 2*min(m,n) + max(m,n). Therefore, the space required for the algorithm will now be O(m,n) + 2*min(m,n) + max(m,n) so the space-complexity now becomes O(m,n) with a scalar of 1, which is exactly the same as the static NW algorithm.
For the example shown in Figure 1 , the resulting H matrix is shown in Figure 3 . As the efficient implementation of the algorithm recovers the same alignment and score as the naïve implementation, the scores in H and the direction matrices are identical to those shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 , for any cell Hi,j, we have superimposed the values of TRi,j and TCi,j. For simplicity these values are represented as coordinates (TRi,j, TCi,j). The TRi,j and TCi,j values represent the accumulated transition times for events that are gapped in the first sequence (0.A t1.B t2.C t3.D) and second sequence (0.A t4.D), respectively. In any cell (i,j) where the direction is 'v', which represents a gap in the first sequence, the values for (TRi,j, TCi,j) = (TRi-1,j, TCi-1,j) + (txi,0). For example, in H2,0, the events did not align and the direction is 'v'; therefore (TR2,0, TC2,0) = (TR1,0, TC1,0) + (tx2,0) = (0,0) + (t1,0) = (t1,0). What we have done is to store the transition time of the event B, t1, because it was aligned to a gap. Similarly, for cell (3,0): (TR3,0, TC3,0) = (TR2,0, TC2,0) + (tx3,0) = (t1,0) + (t2,0) = (t1+t2,0). Once again, we have added the transition time of the event C, t2, to the appropriate cell of TR. Therefore, we maintain a running total of all events that align to gaps in the first sequence using TR and similarly used TC to accumulate the transition times for all events in sequence two that align to gaps. Whenever we encounter a match, we recover the value of TR and TC for the cell that is diagonally across, add it to the transition times of the events being compared and use the sum to compute the time penalty. For example, for cell (4,2), which is a match, the temporal penalty is computed using (TR3,1, TC3,1) + (tx4, ty2) = (t1+t2, 0) + (t3, t4) = (t1+t2+t3, t4). Note that once a match-pair is encountered, the value for (TR, TC) for that cell is reset to 0 as shown for cell (4, 2) ; this represents the fact that we have already computed a temporal penalty based on the transition times for any preceding events that align to gaps and the transition times for the events that just matched. Therefore, subsequent cells that involve this cell in their alignment do not need to use the transition time for the events in this cell or any prior event in computing their temporal penalty.
III. Choosing Parameters of the TNW
The TNW algorithm requires a user-defined scoring scheme and gap penalty, which are also needed for the NW algorithm. Choosing an appropriate scoring scheme depends on the application. In the work presented in this manuscript, we use a simple scoring scheme where exact-matching events get a score of 1, events that do not match get a score of -1.1 and a gap penalty of 0.5. The score of -1.1 for mismatches reflects the preference that instead of aligning mismatching events, we prefer to insert one gap in each sequence. This is achieved because aligning mismatching events would incur a penalty of -1.1, whereas inserting a gap in each sequence would incur an overall penalty of 1. Furthermore, the TNW requires a user-defined temporal-penalty function. We use a simple penalty function that uses the percentage discrepancy between transitions of the events being compared to compute a time penalty. The function requires choosing a heuristic Tp which is the maximum penalty that can be imposed for temporal differences.
All the experiments and results presented in this paper have been computed with Tp = 0.25. By choosing Tp to be lower than the gap penalty and lower than the absolute difference between distinct scores in the scoring scheme, we encode the fact that the alignment between a pair of sequences should not generally change when computed with and without the temporal distances; although the scores computed in each case will be different.
* f(t1+ t2+ t3, t4) 
D. Extending the Approach to Create a Temporal SmithWaterman Algorithm
The method proposed can be extended to the SW algorithm which is a local sequence alignment method that guarantees the optimal alignment under a given scoring system. The SW is similar to the NW algorithm with a few modifications. It has four main differences in its implementation:
For the SW algorithm, there are no negative values in the score matrix, H. To implement this, when computing a cell of H, if the best score for the cell is negative, the cell is assigned a value of 0.
The first row and column of H are set to 0, instead of using (1) to initialize their values.
The final alignment score is the maximum value in the H matrix.
The trace-back process in SW starts from the maximum score in the H matrix and traces back the path from that cell, using the D matrix, until it reaches a cell with a score of 0 in the H matrix. By contrast, the NW algorithm always starts the trace-back from the Hn+1, m+1 cell and ends at the H0,0 cell.
Extending the methods presented in this paper to SW, we develop the memoryless-version of a temporal SW, and the efficient implementation for a temporal SW. For both implementations: the first row and column of H are set to 0, the final alignment score is the maximum value of H, and the trace-back procedure used is the one detailed above, in bullet (4). Other modifications are also required which are presented in Sections D-I and D-II.
I. Memoryless Temporal Smith-Waterman
The only modification needed for the memoryless Temporal SW is that when building the H matrix, Hi,j is assigned the maximum of the three quantities mentioned in (3) and zero.
II. Efficient Implementation of the Temporal SmithWatermans Algorithm
Once again, the H matrix is built using (5), but instead of Hi,j being the maximum of the three quantities in (5), it is the maximum of the three quantities and zero.
The other change that is necessary is in the equations for TR and TC, which become:
E. Experiments and Results
I. Dataset a) Patient Sequences
Our dataset comprises of event logs for breast cancer patients who received chemotherapy treatments. The patient records were extracted from the institutional EMR of Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center on November 1, 2014 and were de-identified for research use according to an approved human-subject study plan. Each of the 178 selected patients underwent chemotherapy treatments with approved chemotherapy agents for invasive breast cancer (Stage I-IV). We encoded each chemotherapy agent used for breast cancer as a unique single-letter code. For example, Cyclophosphamide is denoted as C. The time-stamped patient event logs specify the drugs they received during their treatments; we convert these records into temporal PE sequences.
b) Recommended Chemotherapy Protocol Sequences
Patients who have cancer are often treated according to nationally defined standards of chemotherapy regimens that are based on clinical trials research. Chemotherapy regimens comprise of single or multiple drug agents administered at set time intervals and given over multiple cycles. There are often several recommended treatment regimens that have the same agent or agents but have different sequences and cycles. One of the pressing clinical research questions using cancer treatment data derived from EMRs is (1) determining which chemotherapy protocols patients are receiving, since EMRs do not capture treatment planning, and (2) evaluating how effective they are in real-world practice compared to clinicaltrial studies. To understand how well our TNW method can apply to such questions, we test the method with the treatment data we have collected on breast cancer patients. We first create a knowledge base of recommended treatment protocols by reviewing the NCCN breast cancer treatment guidelines for the years 2011 through 2014 [22] [23] [24] [25] , covering the period of treatment data we derived from the EMR. We identified 43 distinct protocols during this period and encoded the protocols as timed-event sequences, using single-letter codes for the chemotherapy drugs and PE sequence representation. For example, if a protocol recommends four weekly cycles of C, the sequence would be 0.C 7.C 7.C 7.C.
For each of the 178 patients, one of the authors (AKD, a physician researcher) manually annotated the protocol the patient most likely underwent. We found that 115 patients could be clearly matched to one of the 44 protocols. The remaining patients either received combinations of drugs not found in the NCCN guidelines, which may represent clinical trials, or were not given enough cycles of drug agents to be matched to a specific protocol.
In Section E-II, we score each patient in the cohort against the encoded protocol sequences to autonomously identify their treatment regimen and compare our predicted protocol against the manual annotation.
II. Matching Patients to Chemotherapy Protocols
We evaluate the performance of the TNW algorithm for automatically identifying the chemotherapy protocol a patient is undergoing based on their chemotherapy treatment history. As mentioned earlier, 115 of the patients were manually matched to a clinically recommended protocol from the NCCN guidelines; the remaining patients could not be matched uniquely to one of the recommended NCCN protocols. For the 115 manually annotated patients, we use the TNW algorithm to automatically predict the protocol they were following. The process involves scoring each patient against every recommended protocol using the TNW. The predicted protocol for a patient is the highest scoring protocol; we accurately recognize the patient's protocol for 107 patients, which represents 93% accuracy. Instead of using the topscoring protocol as the predicted regimen for a patient, we also used the two highest scoring protocols for a patient as possible protocols, and we find the correct match in 98% of cases. We only miss 2 of the 115 patients in matching her treatment history to the correct protocol.
As mentioned, the recommended protocols consist of treatment patterns with identical sequences of drug events but different transition times between events, such as biweekly versus monthly. Without a temporal sequence alignment algorithm, such as the TNW, we would not be able to discern between protocols that only differ in their temporal footprints.
F. Discussion
The proposed method, TNW, shows strong promise for automatically identifying the chemotherapy protocol that a patient is following, as seen in Section E-II. For the patient data, we correctly match the patient to the correct manually annotated protocol in 93% of cases. However, it should be noted that the manual annotation of the patients found only 14 of the 44 recommended protocols represented in the patient data. Furthermore, five of the 14 protocols were only seen in a single patient. This may a reflection of the fact that physicians have a preference for certain protocols; however, the proposed method needs to be tested on a larger dataset of patients in order to fully test efficacy for matching patients to clinical guidelines. It should be noted there are several protocols in the clinical-recommendations where a pair of protocols have identical events but different temporal signatures. Such protocols were seen in 24 patients; a static sequence alignment algorithm would have no possibility of uniquely identifying the protocol the patient received, as the protocols only differ in their temporal footprint. However, for all 24 patients, the TNW algorithm was able to correctly identify the protocol being followed.
An alternative to the approach presented in this paper is to use temporal alignment methods [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for time-series data. Such approaches align time-sampled signals, such as sensor data, to find the best match between signals. Such approaches do not have established penalties for mismatching specific events and consider absolute time during the alignment and not relative time between events. Therefore, time-series methods have limited utility for aligning discrete temporal sequences for some applications, such as trying to match chronological patient treatment records to each other or to established guidelines. The temporal extension to the SW algorithm proposed by Hajihashemi and Popescu [14] can also be adapted to the NW algorithm to create a variant of the suggested TNW algorithm. However, their approach is to include temporal distance in the alignment by penalizing for temporal differences only when an event aligns to a gap; therefore, it does not account for temporal distance between aligned events in the two sequences. Ideally, temporal variations for aligned events would be considered. In particular, for patient treatment records, if two sequences have identical events, their score should still be affected by temporal variations that exist in the sequence. Using the method in [14] , the two sequences would receive a score identical to the one that would computed by a static NW or SW.
The method proposed by Shoval and Isaacson [15] performs temporal sequence alignment by codifying multiminute activities as multiple, consecutive occurrences of the same character. As a temporal resolution must be chosen during the sequence encoding, only discrete time-steps can be represented so the method cannot support truly continuous values. Furthermore, the method generally increases the length of the encoded sequences, worsening computation-time by a factor dependent on the underlying temporal-footprints of the sequences in question. Moreover, since the time is treated in conjunction with scoring the event similarity, it cannot be completely decoupled from the underlying event-scoring function and so cannot support non-linear temporal-penalty functions. By contrast, our proposed TNW approach does not change the length of the sequences in question, treats time as a separate dimension from the spatial event-matching, which allows the use of temporal-penalty functions that are independent of the spatial-alignment task, and supports continuous timing. Moreover, the TNW can be implemented to have the same time-complexity as the static NW algorithm albeit with a slower run-time, which is independent of the timing of the events.
G. Conclusions
Sequence alignment methods for static data are pervasive. However, temporal data mining requires alignment methods that use timing in computing the alignment of the sequences. Very few efforts have tried to create such methods. In some domains, such as healthcare records, the relative time between events is clinically important for the interpretation and evaluation of data.
Using static sequence alignment approaches on these event sequences ignores the timing information, which is a significant factor that should be involved in assessing similarity. In healthcare records such as patient treatment histories, merely assessing similarity based on treatments shared by a pair of patients may not be sufficient as the absence of treatments can be a clinical indication that the patients suffer from different underlying ailments. One option to align such sequences is to use time-series alignment methods that use temporal information in the alignment, however, such methods do not apply a deterministic penalty for missing events and further use absolute time in computing the alignments instead of the relative-time between treatments which is the measure of interest in treatment sequences. Therefore, there is a need for a temporal sequence alignment approach that includes the transition time between events in computing the alignment for the sequences. We present the first temporal global sequence alignment algorithm. The efficient implementation of the temporal method proposed has the same time and space complexity as the static NW method. Furthermore, we also show how to extend the proposed approach to create a temporal SW algorithm that also has the same time and space-complexity as its static counterpart.
The method is used for autonomous chemotherapy-protocol recognition based on patient treatment histories. Physicians follow standardized and optimal clinically recommended protocols, however, medical records often do not record the specific protocol being followed. It is important to know what regimens a patient has received as it has therapeutic and diagnostic value. Manually abstracting the protocol from a patient's medical record can be a cumbersome and timeintensive process. The method proposed in this manuscript can be used to identify chemotherapy protocols using a patient's event log; the results show the algorithm has an accuracy of 93% if considering the top match as the predicted protocol or 98% in cases where the second best match is considered.
H. Future Work
The TNW algorithm provides a way for temporal sequence alignment when relative-timing information is important. In this manuscript, the algorithm was tested on a cohort of cancer data, however, the method can be applied for problems in other domains where the relative timing between sequence events should be included in scoring the alignments; the algorithm will be tested on other datasets within health-care and for problems in other domains. An alternative application of this algorithm could be for sentence-matching. The temporal distance between different words could be encoded for different sentences. When comparing two sentences, the difference in timing could be used to affect the similarity score based on the distance between the words of interest in each case.
The algorithm requires a user-specified temporal-penalty function. The exact choice of function is application specific; however, it is possible to create temporal-penalty functions that encapsulate a priori information about how timing affects the similarity. Future work will use semantically-driven temporalpenalty functions to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
The scoring scheme is another user-specified heuristic in the algorithm. The scoring scheme used in this paper is a very simple scheme, however, if an ontology representing the relations between the events of interest is available, it is possible to derive semantically-meaningful scoring schemes based on the distance between different events that may be encountered. For the breast-cancer dataset presented, future work will focus on using ontology-based scoring schemes to compute the alignment scores.
